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ActSafe wants to share the outcome of recent 
investigations in rope damaging incidents. We want to 
heighten the users awareness that poor operation can potentially 
lead to rope damages when using ActSafe ascenders. 
Poor use can be subdivided into 3 main categories:  
poor maintenance, poor handling and poor ropes. 
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Proper maintenance and pre-use inspection on ascenders are important 
and the load bearing parts do require special attention. The load  
bearing parts of ActSafe ascenders are exposed to wear because  
of the rope moving through these parts and therefore need to be 
replaced depending on operational conditions. Some parts do wear 
faster than others. 

It is hard to tell what the lifetime of these load bearing parts can be. 
There are so many factors which can influence this. It can be generally 
said that dirty, sandy conditions, especially in a wet environment  
cause the most wear on the load bearing parts. Working in these 
environments will require a more frequent inspection regime  
to guarantee safe operation. 

POOR MAINTENANCE

Passive

Rope guide

The connection between rope guide and 
rope cover is a point that needs special 
attention especially when the ascender 
is used in a passive setup (see drawing). 
Excessive wear on the rope guide can 
cause the rope cover connection to wear 
down, this will eventually lead in a sharp 
edge that can damage the rope as it runs 
past. Parts that are excessively worn need 
to be replaced.

SWL
200kg
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Rope grab

Give extra attention to cleaning 
the rope grab system from 
paint, sand or any other material 
when working in demanding 
environments. Severe paint 
build-up can be seen on the ribs 
of the inner part of the rope grab 
as shown. The paint changes the 
profile of the ribs, and this can 
lead to a reduced grip on the 
rope. Reduced grip can eventually  
lead to rope damage when  
not correctly acted upon.

Because of the fabric sling in the 
ascender, you should not use lots 
of solvents and these can erode 
fabric.  Only use solvent on a  
steel brush when the ascender  
upside-down.

Cleaning the rope grab should 
preferably be done when the paint 
is still wet. If this cleaning has no 
effect it is recommended that you 
contact your ActSafe distributor.

i
ActSafe recommends  
that the rope grab can  
be cleaned with a long 
round steel brush  
as shown below.  
The ascender can be 
carefully run backwards 
and forwards for cleaning.

Recommended

Danger

If the rope begins to slip inside the rope grab during lifting, 
do not continue to operate the ascender as this will result  
in frictional heat and consequent rope damage.
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Rope wedge

The rope wedge is positioned within the rope grab and should be 
straight and sitting on the bottom in the middle of the rope grab to push 
out the rope, This wedge can, in rare cases, become bent or damaged. 
This happens when the rope gets stuck within the rope grab system.  
This will only happen with very dirty ropes or ropes that are too soft  
for use on the ascender. Please refer to pages 5-8 for advice on rope 
care. Ascenders with this kind of damage will harm ropes when being 
used after such damage has occurred. 

Note
The issues mentioned above can be traced back to poor  
pre-use inspection. ActSafe have released a pre-use 
inspection card as on-site guidance that can be ordered 
from ActSafe or downloaded from: www.actsafe.se/ropecare 
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POOR HANDLING

Poor rope handling when operating the ActSafe lifting system can lead  
to potentially dangerous situations. 

When the ascender is used in a passive setup, rope handling becomes 
of the utmost importance – the rope that is fed out of the ascender while 
lifting should be properly managed. 

Rope twisting

Badly twisted ropes that run through the rope grab system can, in rare 
cases, lead to a situation where the rope is forced out of the rope grab. 
In the worst case scenario the rope can be forced off the rope grab,  
with serious injury or death as a result. 

In the unlikely event that the rope is about to be spooled out between the 
rope guide and the rope grab immediately stop operating the ascender.

Do not try to correct the rope feed while the rope in the ascender is still 
under load and transfer the loaded rope to another suspension point so 
that the rope in the ascender can be unloaded.

  

 

 

The main reason that ropes start twisting is that they are not 
properly handled/stored during lifting operations. These ropes 
will, most likely, remain twisted and will consequently be unfit  
for use with ascenders.
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POOR HANDLING

Rope handling

The rope should be fed by  
hand into the ascender so  
the rope can run through 
smoothly, particularly during 
lowering when the rope  
is being pulled in. 

If, due to poor handling, 
the rope becomes stuck or 
trapped, rope damage is likely 
to occur if this is not observed 
and corrected immediately.

i

It is strongly recommended to keep a clear view at all 
times of the ascender when operating and that the rope is 
properly managed and fed into the ascender. Ideally, this 
should be done by a separate rope handler.

Recommended

Danger

 Do not attempt to increase the lifting capacity of the 
ascender by actively pulling on the outgoing rope.



ROPES

Pre-soaking

Rope recommendations for the 
ACCII are dependent on the type 
of application. For equipment-lifting 
operations, ActSafe specifies the use 
of its Equipment Lifting Rope (ELR), 
which is the only rope that is explicitly 
approved under the machinery 
directive for use with the ACCII 
ascender for this purpose. 

The approval for personal lifting 
applications is done in combination 
with  EN1891 A ropes. Ropes 
should be of solid construction with 
a diameter of preferably 11mm for 
optimal lifting performance, 10.5 
mm is allowed for use under current 
certification. Ropes that are too 
soft (EN1891 A) have a tendency to 
deform and/or elongate under high 
load and this will lead to reduced 
grip and eventually slipping on the 
ACCII ascender. In rare cases this 
may lead to the rope becoming 
stuck or jammed in the rope grab.

It is recommended that only-pre-
soaked ropes are used with an 
ActSafe ascender. New ropes 
should be put in cold water (<40°C) 
for 24 hours. This will make ropes 
more suitable for using in ActSafe 
ascenders for two reasons:

Rope density
Pre-soaking makes the ropes more  
dense. The fibres will absorb the 
water and will have the tendency  
to shrink when drying. The result  
is that all fibres become more 
densely aligned and the sheath 
sits tighter around the core of the 
rope. This will make the rope more 
solid and will consequently result in  
less mantle slippage.

Oil dissolution
For a smoother production process 
some oil is added to the rope 
reduce friction between its fibres 
and the rope weaving machinery. 
When soaking the rope in cold 
water some surface oil will dissolve. 
This will contribute further to a 
better grip. Do not soak ropes in 
warm water, this will lead to greater 
dissolution of oil, which will have  
a negative impact on rope fibres. 

ActSafe distributors will help you  
by recommending the correct rope 
for the specific applications. 

   

i
•  The user should carry 

out tests with the rope 
normally used prior to 
operations involving the 
ascender. Consult ActSafe 
for more information and 
assistance in the testing of 
the rope.

•  A new rope will have a 
longer service life if it is 
put to soak in cold water 
before the first use.

•  Avoid getting sand or dirt 
onto/into the ropes since 
it will wear the rope grab 
loop, and the rope itself. 
Use a rope mat, rope  
bag or similar.

Always make sure that the 
rope is in good condition 
(see below).

Recommended

Danger



Markings

Check the rope for the correct 
markings for the specific 
application. 

Damage

The rope must not be exposed  
to excessive heat. Look for 
damage caused by a flame or 
sparks (obvious melting spots)  
or by gradual melting due to 
frictional heat (hardened or  
melted sheath fibres). 

There should be no cuts or 
damage in the sheath fibres  
of the rope that change the 
properties of the mantle. 

The rope should not be deformed 
in any way and should be of 
consistent thickness and density.  
Tolerances of a new rope are  
min. 10.6mm and 11.1mm.  
The maximum allowed diameter 
for a used rope is 11.3 mm. 

Ropes are not allowed to be 
greasy or oily, this will affect  
the grip.

Ropes are not allowed to be in 
contact with solvents, acids, 
alkaloids or any other aggressive 
chemicals that can change the 
properties of the rope. 

No changes in the colour of  
the sheath (mantle) of the rope. 
This can be an indication of: 
 –  Contamination with  

chemicals etc..
 –  Excessive exposure  

to UV light. 

Discard criteria
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ROPE CHECK

It is essential that ropes used for ascender operations are in good condition. 
The section below provides discard criteria for ropes, if in doubt about the 
condition of the rope but also the condition of any other components do 
not use the equipment and ask your supervisor or get in touch with your 
ActSafe distributor for help. 

Always make sure that the 
rope is in good condition 

1.  Sheath still in very good condition. 
OK to use.

2.  Sheath becomes a little rugged  
in normal wear. Still OK to use.

4.  White core fibres visible, not OK 
for use.

3.   Sheath becomes very rugged – not 
smooth anymore. Not OK for use.
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RECOMMENDATIONS WHEN USING 
ACTSAFE ASCENDERS 

Use only properly serviced and inspected ascenders and 
equipment and always perform a proper pre use check  
with new pre-use inspection card. 

Read the manual properly and get training from approved  
ActSafe experts to ensure safe operation. 

Ropes used in ActSafe ascenders should be soaked in cold  
water for 24hrs before first use.

Ask your ActSafe distributor which ropes are most suitable  
for using in the ActSafe ascenders.


